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Creator: Swinburne University of Technology 
Year: 2023 

Audio/video for this transcript available from: http://commons.swinburne.edu.au 

[Swinburne logo and introduction with upbeat music] 

White screen with text: The Game captured by the students in the Diploma of Screen and Media - 
Sports Media course 

[Music continues, the following visuals display]: 

Australian Open Tennis ball in the foreground, wheelchair tennis player in the background 

Razor scooter sliding from a concrete barrier to the ground 

Horse galloping past in a race on a country track 

Soccer player on the field waiting for the game to start 

Close up of a horse's eye 

Razor scooter jumping away from the camera 

Photographic portraits of interviewees and sports players cut to the beat 

Coach discussing the game with his players in the changing room 

Horse being led through the race to the track on race day 

Coach writing on the board during training 

The team walking off at the end of a night training session 

Gymnast practicing his routine at NICA 

Sherrin AFLfootball 

Boxer taping their hands before training at the gym 

Students practicing their interviewing and reporting techniques with various mics on various 
locations 

Class trip to F1 Grand Prix and their montage 

http://commons.swinburne.edu.au/
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Camera circling around a woman in a park 

Surfboard specialist sanding down a surfboard 

Wheelchair tennis athlete during training 

Coach training with AFL players 

F1 Grand Prix moving tyres 

Scoring a goal in netball 

Jockey dressing in silks before a race 

Car driving along a dusty road - aerial view 

Rolling an F1 car into the sheds at the Grand Prix 

Slow motion video of a woman blinking and then walking 

AFL player with physios 

Pan across the painting of goggles on a racing car helmet 

Woman bouncing a basketball during training 

Interview of skater in front of a skatepark at night 

Students setting up 4 camera broadcast gear 

Netballers in a huddle before the next quarter 

Coach turning and speaking to his team during training 

Horses training on a practice track 

Dancers training in the studio and then on location 

Penalty shoot-out practice for a soccer goalie 

Solo basketball practice in a gym 

[Swinburne logo, link and music fades out] 

[END OF TRANSCRIPT] 


